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We introduce a new class of graphs which we callP-transitive graphs, lying between transitive and
3-transitive graphs. First we show that the analogue of de Jongh-Sambin Theorem is false for well-
foundedP-transitive graphs; then we show that theµ-calculus fixpoint hierarchy is infinite forP-
transitive graphs. Both results contrast with the case of transitive graphs. We give also an undecid-
ability result for an enrichedµ-calculus onP-transitive graphs. Finally, we consider a polynomial
time reduction from the model checking problem on arbitrarygraphs to the model checking problem
onP-transitive graphs. All these results carry over to 3-transitive graphs.

1 Introduction

The modalµ-calculus, introduced in [15], is a powerful logic for reasoning on systems, modeled as
graphs. It is extensively used in computer science for verification of systems, both software and hardware.
Formally, theµ-calculus is the extension of modal logic with the least fixpoint operator,µ , and the
greatest fixpoint operator,ν . Intuitively, µ corresponds to inductive definitions, and is used to express
liveness properties; andν corresponds to coinductive definitions, and is used to express safety properties.
Moreover, one is allowed to combineµ andν , and this gives more power in general, e.g. we can express
fairness properties with aν followed by aµ . When several fixpoint alternations are present in aµ-
calculus formula, the meaning of the formula is often hard tounderstand. However, it has been shown
that the number of fixpoint alternations gives an infinite hierarchy on the class of all graphs, see [7] and
[3]. Things may change if one restricts attention to specialclasses of graphs.

One of the most important classes of graphs is the class of allwellfounded transitive graphs. The
corresponding modal logic, Gödel-Löb logicGL, is in fact the modal logic of provability in Peano Arith-
metic, a logic deeply studied since the Seventies at least. Actually, it is known that inGL, fixpoints
are redundant; this follows from the famous de Jongh-SambinTheorem, see [18], saying thatGL modal
fixpoint equations, in a very general form, have a unique solution, and that this solution is expressed by
a modal formula. So, inGL, the µ-calculus collapses to modal logic. A recent simple proof ofthe de
Jongh-Sambin Theorem has been given by Alberucci and Facchini, see [1].

It is interesting to look for possible generalizations of the de Jongh-Sambin Theorem. It is known
that there is a collapse of theµ-calculus on transitive graphs, not to modal logic, but to the second level
of the fixpoint hierarchy, see [2], [10] and [11]; moreover, on arbitrary wellfounded graphs, it is known
that one type of fixpoint is enough to express the wholeµ-calculus (but fixpoints cannot be eliminated).
In the same vein, we could for instance relax the notion of transitivity in some way.

A natural relaxation of transitivity isk-transitivity, wherek is a positive integer: a graph isk-transitive
if every point reachable in finitely many steps is reachable in at mostk steps. We maintain thatk-
transitivity has some practical motivation in relation to (bounded) model checking. Let us expand on this
point.
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Recall that the model checking problem for a logic is: given afinite graph (which models a finite-
state system) and a formula of the logic, decide whether the formula is true in the graph. This formalizes
the idea of proving the correctness of a system. When the logic is theµ-calculus or some fragments of it,
as is often the case, one speaks ofµ-calculus model checking. The theoretical status ofµ-calculus model
checking is open, in the sense that it is inNP (hence also inco−NP by complementation) but it is not
known whether it is inP. However, given the practical importance of model checking, it is interesting to
look for practical model checking algorithms. Two important techniques in this sense are the Symbolic
Model Checking, see [16], and the Bounded Model Checking, see [4].

In Symbolic Model Checking, the states and the relations of asystem are modeled by Boolean func-
tions, and these functions are typically encoded in Binary Decision Diagrams, which are often much
more succinct than the truth-table representation of the function.

In Bounded Model Checking, instead, one operates as follows. Given a system, first one fixes a
positive integerk and considers only those states of the system which are reachable ink steps from the
initial state. This means that if the graph isk-transitive, the entire space of reachable states is considered;
if there are points not reachable ink steps, they are discarded or considered later on. This approach is
sensible because, for instance, real computer networks areoftenk-transitive for quite smallk, sayk≤ 20.
Next one reduces the model checking problem to a propositional satisfiability problem, and the key point
is to make this reduction efficient. Finally, one uses a SAT solving algorithm. It must be remarked that,
despite the theoretical intractability of the SAT problem,very efficient SAT solvers exist and are being
constantly developed, see [17]. Thanks tok-transitivity, Bounded Model Checking often solves problems
which are intractable with the usual techniques of SymbolicModel Checking (however one must admit
that the contrary is also true).

In this paper, the final goal is to obtain some properties ofk-transitive graphs. The main technical
tool used for our results is a new notion of relaxed transitivity which we callP-transitivity, lying between
transitivity and 3-transitivity. HereP denotes a special atomic proposition which may be true or false
on a vertex of a graph. In some respect,P-transitive graphs behave better thank-transitive graphs, for
instance there is a natural notion ofP-transitive closure of a graph.

The focus of this paper is on theµ-calculus and its fragments onP-transitive graphs; we give de-
cidability and undecidability results as well as expressiveness results. Most of our results extend to
k-transitive graphs (in particular to 3-transitive graphs).

First, we prove that the satisfiability problem of the usualµ-calculus onP-transitive graphs is decid-
able. Then, by contrast, we show that the satisfiability problem onP-transitive graphs for an enriched
µ-calculus essentially taken from [6] is undecidable. The undecidability result carries over to 3-transitive
graphs.

The expressiveness results are the following. First, the analogue of de Jongh-Sambin Theorem is
false for wellfoundedP-transitive graphs: on these graphs, theµ-calculus does not collapse to modal
logic. Hence the same happens for 3-transitive graphs, in contrast with wellfounded transitive graphs
(the case of 2-transitive graphs is open). Second, we show the infinity of the fixpoint hierarchy over
P-transitive graphs, hence over 3-transitive graphs: this is again in contrast with transitive graphs, where
the hierarchy collapses to alternation 2 (and again we do notknow what happens for 2-transitive graphs).

We remark that wellfoundedness is a rather strong property of systems, being equivalent to termi-
nation of all computation paths; so wellfoundedk-transitive graphs seem to have a mostly theoretical
interest (e.g. we may view them as generalizations of the deeply studied wellfounded transitive graphs),
whereas arbitraryk-transitive graphs, possibly with loops, are sufficiently general to model realistic net-
works.

We conclude the paper with some considerations on the model checking problem onP-transitive
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graphs. Via a polynomial time reduction, we show that theµ-calculus model checking problem forP-
transitive or 3-transitive graphs is as difficult as for arbitrary graphs; we argue that for transitive graphs,
finding such a polynomial time reduction (if any) would be a major breakthrough.

2 Syntax

2.1 Modal Logic

In modal logic over a finite setA of atoms and one relationR, we have the modalities〈 〉 (diamond) and
[ ] (box). Sometimes we will have several relationsR1,R2, . . ., in which case disambiguating notations
〈R1〉, 〈R2〉, etc. will be used, and similarly for boxes. We specify syntax for one relation modal logic as
follows (syntax for many relations is analogous).

φ ::= a | ¬a | φ ∨φ | φ ∧φ | 〈 〉φ | [ ]φ ,

wherea∈ A.
The modal depth of a formula ismd(φ), defined by: md(a) = md(¬a) = 0; md(¬φ) = md(φ);

md(φ ∨φ ′) = md(φ ∧φ ′) = max(md(φ),md(φ ′)); andmd(〈 〉φ) = md([ ]φ) = md(φ)+1.
For the purposes of the next sections, we find it convenient tofix an elementP of A, together with

its negationP, and to define four modalities〈PP〉, 〈PP〉, 〈PP〉, 〈PP〉, whose meaning is:〈PP〉φ =
P∧ 〈 〉(P∧ φ), and similarly for the other three modalities. It is also convenient to write〈P−〉ψ for
〈PP〉ψ ∨ 〈PP〉ψ , and similarly for〈P−〉, 〈−P〉 and 〈−P〉. Every diamond defined in this way has a
corresponding box.

2.2 Theµ-calculus

Theµ-calculus is the extension of modal logic with two operatorsµX.φ(X) andνX.φ(X). So the syntax
is

φ ::= a | ¬a | X | φ ∨φ | φ ∧φ | 〈 〉φ | [ ]φ | µX.φ(X) | νX.φ(X),

whereX ranges over a countable set of variables.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that for every variableX occurring in a formulaφ there is

only one subformula inφ of the formµX.ψ or νX.ψ .
If X is a variable in a formulaφ , andψ is another formula, we can replaceX with ψ everywhere in

φ , as long asψ does not contain free variablesY such that some occurrence ofX is in the scope ofνY or
µY in φ (i.e. no capture can occur). The resulting formula is calleda composition ofφ andψ .

2.3 Fixpoint hierarchy

The µ-calculus fixpoint hierarchy is given by the classes of formulas Σn,Πn,∆n defined recursively as
follows.

• Π0 = Σ0 is the class of formulas without fixpoints;

• Πn+1 is the closure ofΣn∪Πn with respect to composition and greatest fixpoints;

• Σn+1 is the closure ofΣn∪Πn with respect to composition and least fixpoints;

• ∆n = Σn∩Πn.

The alternation depth of a formulaφ , denoted byad(φ), is the leastn such thatφ ∈ ∆n+1.
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3 Semantics

3.1 Graphs and Kripke semantics

A graph is a pairG= (V,R) whereV is a set of vertices andR is a relation onV. By means of graphs we
can give a Kripke semantics for theµ-calculus, extending the classical one for modal logic. We sketch
the definition of the semantics, see e.g. [8] for more details.

We start with a graphG= (V,R) plus a valuation functionval from A to the powerset ofV.
The semantics of a formulaφ in (G,val) will be a set of vertices of the graph, defined inductively as

follows.
Atoms are interpreted by their valuations. Note that according to our stipulations, a vertex may verify

several atoms, not necessarily just one. Boolean operatorsare interpreted as usual. For modal operators,
〈 〉φ means that some successor satisfiesφ , and[ ]φ means that every successor satisfiesφ .

For fixpoints,µX.φ(X) is the least solution of the fixpoint equationX = φ(X), andνX.φ(X) is the
greatest solution of the equation, whereX ranges over the subsets ofV.

For modal logic and theµ-calculus over several relations, the semantics is analogous, but it is based
on multigraphs(V,R1,R2, . . .), whereR1,R2, . . . are relations onV.

We adopt the abbreviationsφ → ψ for implication andφ = ψ for equivalence between formulas.

3.2 Paths and trees

Let G = (V,R) be a graph. Ifx,y are vertices ofG, a finite path of lengthn from x to y is a sequence
x= x0Rx1Rx2 . . .Rxn = y. An infinite path is an infinite sequencex0Rx1Rx2 . . .

Givenx,y∈V, we say thatx reachesy in n steps if there is a path of lengthn from x to y.
A graph is called a tree if there is a vertexr such that for every vertexv, there is a unique path from

r to v. The vertexr is unique and is called the root of the tree. An example is the set{0,1}∗ of all finite
binary strings, wherexRyholds if and only ifx is a prefix ofy and the length ofy is the length ofx plus
one. The root is the empty string.

A graphG is called wellfounded if it has no infinite path.G is called transitive if, whenever a vertex
x reaches a vertexy, we havexRy. Transitive wellfounded graphs form the Gödel-Löb classGL.

3.3 k-transitive graphs

Let k be a positive integer. A graphG is calledk-transitive if whenever a vertexx reaches a vertexy in
k+1 steps,x reachesy in at mostk steps. Sometimes, the smallestk such thatG is k-transitive is called
the reachability diameter ofG.

Note that usual transitivity coincides with 1-transitivity, and that for everyk, the property of beingk-
transitive is definable in first order logic. However, we willsee that there are several differences between
the model theoretic properties of transitive andk-transitive graphs, at least fork ≥ 3 (the border case
k= 2 apparently needs to be worked out yet).

4 P-transitive graphs

In this paper we want to obtain some properties ofk-transitive graphs. To this aim we find it convenient
to introduce a new class of approximately transitive graphs, which we callP-transitive graphs. Let
G = (V,R,P,P, . . .) be a graph, vertex colored with two complementary atomsP andP (and possibly
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other atoms). We could replace the atomP with ¬P, but we prefer to considerP as an atom for notational
reasons.

We say that theP-color of a vertex isP, if the vertex satisfiesP, andP otherwise. A graphG is called
P-transitive if for every two verticesx,y of G, if x reachesy andx,y have the sameP-color, thenxRy.

Lemma 4.1 Every transitive graph is P-transitive. Every P-transitive graph is3-transitive.

Proof: the first statement is easy. For the second, it is enough to prove that in aP-transitive graph, if
x reachesy in 4 steps, thenx reachesy in at most 3 steps as well. So letG be aP-transitive graph, and
assumex reachesy in 4 steps, let the corresponding path bexRz1Rz2Rz3Ry. Among the five vertices there
are three of the same colorP or P. Suppose there are threeP’s. Then if we link the first and the lastP,
we have a path fromx to y of length 3 or less. If there are threeP’s the reasoning is analogous.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 4.2 P-transitive graphs can be defined by a formula of first order logic.

Proof: a graph isP-transitive if and only if the following weaker, first order condition holds: given
two pointsx,y with the sameP-color, if there is path fromx to y of length 2 or 3, thenxRy. In fact,
assuming the condition we can show by induction onn≥ 3 that: for every two verticesx,y with the same
P-color, if there is a path of lengthn, thenxRy. The base casen= 3 is immediate. For the inductive step
from m< n to n, with n≥ 4, considerx,y of the same color and a path of lengthn≥ 4 from x to y, and
take the first 5 points. By case analysis, between them there are at least two points with the same color
at distance 2 or 3 in the path, and if we link them, we get a path from x to y with a lengthm< n, hence
the induction hypothesis applies.

Q.E.D.
Note that for every graphG colored withP and P, there is a unique smallestP-transitive graph

containingG, which is obtained by linking all pairs of verticesx,y∈G having the sameP-color and such
thatx reachesy. This graph will be called theP-transitive closure ofG, and will be denoted byPTC(G).

By contrast, note that it is not possible to define a uniquek-transitive closure of a graph fork > 1.
Consider for instance a graphG with vertices 1,2,3,4,5 and relations(1,2),(1,3),(2,4),(3,4),(4,5).
Then we can add either(2,5) or (3,5) to makeG 2-transitive, so there is no smallest 2-transitive graph
containingG.

By using the concept ofP-transitive closure we can show the finite model property forP-transitive
graphs:

Lemma 4.3 If a µ-calculus formulaφ is true in some P-transitive graph, then it is true in some finite
P-transitive graph.

Proof: supposeφ is true in aP-transitive graphT. We can suppose that all diamonds are of the form
〈 PP〉 or 〈 PP〉 or 〈 PP〉 or 〈 PP〉, and similarly for boxes. LetφP be the result of replacing〈 PP〉ψ with

〈 PP〉ψ ∨〈 P−〉〈 〉∗〈−P〉ψ

and similarly for〈 PP〉ψ , where as usual, the Kleene star〈 〉∗α meansµX.α ∨〈 〉X.
ThenφP is also true inT and, by the finite model property of theµ-calculus, it is true in some finite

graphF and also inPTC(F). SincePTC(F) is P-transitive,PTC(F) verifiesφ .
Q.E.D.

Corollary 4.1 Theµ-calculus is decidable on P-transitive graphs.

Proof: by the small model property of theµ-calculus over arbitrary graphs, the graphF in the
previous proof can be taken with size at most exponential inφ , and the size ofF andPTC(F) is the
same, so we have a small model property also forP-transitive graphs.

Q.E.D.
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5 An undecidability result

In the previous section we have shown that theµ-calculus is decidable onP-transitive graphs. Things
change if one enriches theµ-calculus with additional constructs. In this section we consider essentially
the same enrichedµ-calculus considered in [6] and [5], and we prove that it is undecidable onP-transitive
graphs by following [6].

More precisely, we consider theµ-calculus over one relationR, and we enrich it with the following
operators:

• N (standing for nominal), an atom whose interpretation in anygraph must be a singleton;

• the counting modalities〈 〉>nφ , meaning that there are more thann successors verifyingφ , and
[ ]≤nφ , meaning that there are at mostn successors verifying notφ ;

• the inverse counting modalities〈 〉−,>nφ , meaning that there are more thann predecessors verifying
φ , and[ ]−,≤nφ , meaning that there are at mostn predecessors not verifyingφ .

We added above some counting modalities to theµ-calculus considered in [6], because they seem
natural (in fact they appear in [5]) and they are essential for our undecidability proof: in [5] it is shown
that, if we take only the trivial casen= 0 in the modalities above, the resultingµ-calculus is decidable.
On the other hand, in [6] the enrichedµ-calculus is shown to be undecidable assuming to have several
functional relations, whereas here we want to use one singlerelation, and in order to fit the spirit of this
paper, we also insist that this relation must beP-transitive. So, in the same vein of [6], our result is:

Theorem 5.1 The enrichedµ-calculus over a single P-transitive relation is undecidable.

Proof: the idea is the same as [6]: we simulate domino systems. Here are some details.
A domino system is a tripleD= (T,Hor,Vert), whereT is a finite set of tile types andHor,Vert⊆T2.

LetN= {1,2,3, . . .} be the set of all natural numbers. One says thatD paves the gridN×N if there is a
function (a paving) fromN×N to T such that any two consecutive tiles sharing a horizontal side satisfy
Hor, and any two consecutive tiles sharing a vertical side satisfy Vert.

In analogy with [6], given a domino systemD, we construct effectively an assertionψD in the en-
riched µ-calculus over a single relation, such thatD paves the grid if and only ifψD is satisfiable by
a P-transitive graph. Since it is undecidable whether a dominosystem paves the grid, the satisfiability
problem for the enrichedµ-calculus onP-transitive graphs is also undecidable.

In [6] one considers the grid as a bigraphB= (N×N, l ,v,N), where we have two relationsl andv
corresponding to the left and vertical edges of the grid, andN denotes the origin of the grid. A paving of
the grid is represented by predicatesCt ⊆ N×N for eacht ∈ T.

In our setting, the relationsl andv are coded by a singleP-transitive relationR plus four atoms as
follows. We define theabcd-grid as the grid plus a suitable vertex coloring with colorsa,b,c,d. That
is, we color the odd rows of the grid (starting from the first one) by a,b,a,b . . . and the even rows by
c,d,c,d, . . .. In particular, the nominalN is decorated witha. We let alsoP= a∪d andP= b∪c.

In [6] there is the construction of aµ-calculus formulaφD, such that a bigraph(V, l ,v,Ct ,N) satisfies
φD if and only if it is isomorphic to a paving of the grid. Note that [6] introduces also a third relationd,
butd can be defined away in the grid asd= (l− ◦(v− ◦ l−)∗)∩(Bv×Bh), wherel− andv− are the inverse
relations,◦ denotes concatenation,∗ is the Kleene star andBh andBv are the horizontal and vertical axes
of the grid (both axes are in turnµ-calculus definable in the grid).

Now in a graphG = (V,a,b,c,d,R,Ct ,N) we define the left relationlG = R∩ ((b× a)∪ (a× b)∪
(c×d)∪ (d× c)), and the vertical relationvG = R∩ ((a× c)∪ (c×a)∪ (b×d)∪ (d×b)). This gives
also an auxiliary relationdG via the definition above ofd.
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If we replace inφD the relationsl ,v with lG,vG, we have a firstµ-calculus formulaψ1
D which holds

on a graphG = (V,a,b,c,d,R,Ct ,N) if and only if lG,vG,dG and their inverses are functional, and the
associated bigraphBG = (V, lG,vG,Ct ,N) satisfiesφD. In fact, each modality〈lG〉α is definable asa∧
〈 〉(b∧α)∨b∧〈 〉(a∧α)∨c∧〈 〉(d∧α)∨d∧〈 〉(c∧α), and similarly for〈vG〉 and the inverse modalities.

Note that, in order to express that the relationslG,vG and their inverses are functional, we need
counting modalities. For instance,lG is functional if and only if we have the conditionsa → [ ]≤1b,
b → [ ]≤1a, c → [ ]≤1d, d → [ ]≤1c. This is why we added counting modalities with respect to [6].
Likewise, functionality of the auxiliary relationdG and its inverse follows from functionality oflG,vG

and their inverses.
Also, note thatψ1

D depends only on the restriction ofR to (P×P)∪ (P×P).
Moreover, the setsa,b,c,d as defined in theabcd-grid verify the following conditions:

• a,b,c,d are a partition of the grid;

• the origin isa, formally N → a;

• everya has ab father and ac son, formallya→ 〈 〉−b∧〈 〉c;

• every node with ab son and ac father isa, formally 〈 〉b∧〈 〉−c→ a;

• everyb has ana father and ad son, and every node with ad father and ana son isb;

• everyc has ad father and ana son, and every node with ana father and ad son isc;

• everyd has ac father and ab son, and every node with ab father and ac son isd.

Note that all conditions above are modal; letψ2 be the conjunction of all these conditions, and let
ψD = ψ1

D ∧ψ2.
Now supposeψD is satisfiable by aP-transitive graph. LetG= (V,a,b,c,d,R,Ct ,N) be aP-transitive

graph verifyingψD. Then the bigraph(V, lG,vG,Ct ,N) satisfiesφD and is isomorphic to a paving of the
grid.

Conversely, take a paving of the grid inD. Then there is a bigraphB= (V,a,b,c,d, l ,v,Ct ,N) iso-
morphic to a paving of theabcd-grid. DefineR⊆ (N×N)2 by R= PTC(l ∪ v); then the graphG =
(V,a,b,c,d,R,Ct ,N) satisfiesψ2. Now, we havel = lG andv= vG. So the bigraphB= (V, lG,vG,Ct ,N)=
BG satisfiesφD, andG verifiesψ1

D as well, henceψD = ψ1
D ∧ψ2 is satisfiable (by aP-transitive relation).

Q.E.D.

Corollary 5.1 The enrichedµ-calculus over a single3-transitive relation is undecidable.

Proof: if ψD is satisfied by any relationR, then it is satisfied by the 3-transitive relation

R′ = PTC(R∩ ((P×P)∪ (P×P))).

Q.E.D.

6 A lower bound for wellfounded P-transitive graphs

In this and the following sections we give some expressiveness results for theµ-calculus onP-transitive
graphs and 3-transitive graphs. We begin with a result whichdemonstrates that the de Jongh-Sambin
Theorem cannot be extended to our context.

Theorem 6.1 Theµ-calculus does not collapse to modal logic over wellfoundedP-transitive graphs.
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Proof: let WPT be the class of wellfoundedP-transitive graphs. Denote by→WPT and=WPT impli-
cation and equivalence inWPT. Let φ+ be aµ-calculus formula saying that there is an alternatingPP-
path to some point verifying an atomQ, beginning withP. We can takeφ+ =P∧µX.Q∨〈PP〉X∨〈PP〉X.
Let φ− be the same property asφ+ but beginning withP. We note the equivalences (over arbitrary graphs)

φ+ = P∧ (Q∨〈 〉φ−);

φ− = P∧ (Q∨〈 〉φ+).

Suppose for an absurdity thatφ+ is modal on wellfoundedP-transitive graphs. Letα be a modal
formula of smallest modal depth such thatα =WPT φ+. The following lemma helps us in simplifyingα .

Lemma 6.1 Let φ+ →WPT [ ]γ0∨δ , where

δ = [ ]δ1∨ . . .∨ [ ]δn∨〈 〉ζ1∨ . . .∨〈 〉ζm∨σ ,

and whereσ is a disjunction of atoms and negated atoms. Then either P implies [ ]γ0∨δ in WPT, orφ+

impliesδ in WPT.

Proof: suppose thatP does not imply[ ]γ0∨ δ in WPT. Let M be aWPT model ofφ+ andN be a
WPT model ofP∧¬([ ]γ0∨δ ). We can suppose thatM andN have the same colors at the root. LetM′

be the disjoint union ofM andN up to identifying the roots. ThenM′ is WPT and still verifiesφ+, so it
verifies[ ]γ0∨δ . MoreoverM′ cannot verify[ ]γ0 because it containsN, and likewise it cannot verify any
box ofδ , soM′ verifies some diamond ofδ ; butN does not satisfy any diamond ofδ , hence by exclusion
M satisfies some diamond ofδ , and we conclude thatM verifiesδ , as desired.

Q. E. D.
Suppose thatα is in conjunctive normal form (CNF). By applying several times Lemma 6.1, we can

rewriteα as a positive Boolean combination of atoms and diamonds. In fact, sinceα impliesP, we can
suppose that one conjunct of the CNF isP. If [ ]γ0∨ δ occurs in the CNF, then we replace it withP, if
the first case of the lemma applies, and withδ if the second case applies. The formula we obtain is still
equivalent toα . Iterating the procedure, we eliminate all boxes from the CNF.

Now the next lemma helps us to eliminate some conjunctions from α .

Lemma 6.2 Suppose that a conjunction

γ = σ ∧〈 〉γ1∧ . . .∧〈 〉γn

is satisfiable in WPT and impliesφ+ in WPT, whereσ is a conjunction of atoms and negated atoms.
Thenσ contains P. Moreover eitherσ contains Q, or P∧〈 〉γi impliesφ+ in WPT for some i.

Proof: sinceφ+ implies P, γ implies P in WPT. Hence,σ containsP, otherwise we could take a
WPTmodel ofγ and putP at its root, and the resulting model would be aWPTmodel ofγ with P at the
root, contrary to the fact thatγ impliesP in WPT.

Supposeσ does not containQ. Suppose for an absurdity that there is a modelMi in WPT which
verifiesP∧〈 〉γi but notφ+, for eachi = 1, . . . ,n. SinceQ does not occur inσ , we can suppose that all
Mi do not verifyQ, have the same colors at the root, and these colors verifyσ . Let us mergeM1 . . . ,Mn

at the root. The resulting model is inWPTand verifiesγ but notφ+, a contradiction. SoP∧〈 〉γi implies
φ+ in WPT for somei.

Q.E.D.
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By the previous results we have a modal formulaα , a positive Boolean combination of atoms and
diamonds, equivalent toφ+ in WPT. Put α in disjunctive normal form. By applying several times
Lemma 6.2, we obtain a disjunctive normal form forα whose disjuncts have the formP∧Q or P∧〈 〉γ .
We note that a disjunctP∧Q must be present, otherwise the one point model decorated with PQwould
verify φ+ but notα . So, by taking the disjunction, we can write

φ+ =WPT P∧ (Q∨〈 〉γ).

We want to proveφ− =WPT γ .
First we show thatγ implies φ− in WPT. In fact, suppose for an absurdity that aWPT modelM

verifiesγ but notφ−. Take a fresh root decoratedP∧¬Q and attachM as a child. LetN be the resulting
model and letN′ = PTC(N) be itsP-transitive closure. ThenN′ verifiesP∧ (Q∨〈 〉γ), henceN′ verifies
φ+; but the root ofN′ has noP child except possibly for the root ofM, soN′ verifies neitherP∧Q nor
〈 〉φ−, henceN′ does not verifyφ+, a contradiction. In particular,γ impliesP in WPT.

Now let us show thatφ− impliesγ in WPT. Suppose for an absurdity that aWPT modelM verifies
φ− but notγ . As above, constructN andN′. ThenN′ verifiesP∧〈 〉φ− , henceN′ verifiesφ+ andP∧〈 〉γ ,
but the root ofN′ has noP child except for the root ofM, soN′ does not verify〈 〉γ , a contradiction.

Summing up,φ− =WPT γ . Now we use a lemma:

Lemma 6.3 Let α ,β be two formulas containing an atom P and its negationP. Assumeα ,β are equiv-
alent in WPT. Letα ′,β ′ obtained by swapping P andP in α andβ . Thenα ′ andβ ′ are also equivalent
in WPT.

Proof: let M be aWPTmodel ofα ′. LetM′ be obtained fromM by swapping the valuations ofP and
P. Note thatM′ is still WPT. ThenM′ satisfiesα , henceM′ satisfiesβ becauseα andβ are equivalent
in WPT, andM satisfiesβ ′. So,α ′ impliesβ ′ in WPT, and symmetrically,β ′ implies α ′ in WPT, and
the two formulas are equivalent inWPT.

Q.E.D.
Let γ be the result of swappingP andP in γ . By the previous lemma, we obtainγ =WPT φ+, but γ

has modal depth lesser than the starting formulaα , contrary to the choice ofα . This proves the theorem.
Q.E.D.

Corollary 6.1 Theµ-calculus does not collapse to modal logic over wellfounded3-transitive graphs.

7 Parity games

7.1 Definition

In the next section we will give aµ-calculus hierarchy result forP-transitive graphs. In this section we
prepare the result of the next section by recalling parity games.

Recall that aparity gameis determined by a tupleG= (V =Vc∪Vd,v0,E,Ω) whereV is a countable
set of vertices,v0 ∈ V is the initial vertex,Vc,Vd are two disjoint sets,E is a binary relation onV, and
Ω : V → {0, . . . ,n} is a priority function. We choose to call the playersc andd like [3] (wherec stands
for conjunction andd stands for disjunction). The play works as follows. Playersc andd move along the
graph. OnVd, playerd moves; onVc, playerc moves. If either has no move, the other wins. Otherwise,
in an infinite play,d wins if the greatest priority seen infinitely often is even, andc wins otherwise. There
is aµ-calculusΣn formulaWn, due to Walukiewicz, which expresses the fact that playerd has a winning
strategy in the parity game associated toG.
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7.2 Evaluation games

Let A be a finite set of atoms. LetG be a countable graph vertex colored withA, let v0 be a vertex ofG,
and consider aµ-calculus formulaφ . Following essentially [2], we define a parity gameE(G,v0,φ) (the
evaluation game), such that playerd wins the game if and only ifG,v0 verifiesφ . The difference is that
we simplify the definition of priority of a formula.

The positions are pairs(v,ψ) wherev is a vertex of the graph andψ is a subformula ofφ . The initial
position is(v0,φ). Thec positions are(v,ψ ∧ χ), (v, [ ]ψ), (v,X) and(v,σX.ψ), as well as(v,a) where
a∈ A andv verifiesa in G. The other positions ared positions.

There are arrows from(v,ψ ∧ χ) or (v,ψ ∨ χ) to (v,ψ) and(v,χ). There are arrows from(v, [ ]ψ)
or (v,〈 〉ψ) to (w,ψ) for every successorw of v. There are arrows from(v,X) to (v,σX.ψ) and from
(v,σX.ψ) to (v,ψ).

The priority of a position(v,ψ) depends only onψ . The priority of formulas which are not fixpoints
is 0. The priority ofνX.χ is ad(νX.χ), if this number is even, andad(νX.χ)−1 if it is odd; the priority
of µX.χ is ad(µX.χ), if this number is odd, andad(µX.χ)−1 if it is even.

7.3 P-Parity games

We find it convenient to introduce an ad hoc variant of parity games forP-transitive graphs, calledP-
parity games. The definition is the same as for parity games, except that vertices are partitioned in
P-states andP-states, and only moves fromP to P or from P to P are allowed. There is aµ-calculusΣn

formulaP−Wn, similar to the usual parity game formula of Walukiewicz, which expresses the fact that
playerd has a winning strategy in theP-parity game associated to a graphG.

8 A hierarchy result

Theorem 8.1 Theµ-calculus fixpoint hierarchy is infinite on P-transitive graphs.

Proof: for every positive integern define a set of atoms

An = {c,d}×{0, . . . ,n}×{P,P}.

Let Mn the metric space of all complete binary trees labeled withAn, that is, the functions from{0,1}∗

to An, where the root is labeledP andP,P alternate along every path. Note that in this case, each vertex
verifies exactly only one atom (this is not always the case in our semantics of theµ-calculus). The
distance function inMn is defined asd(T,T ′) = 1/2k if T,T ′ coincide up to depthk but not on higher
depth, andd(T,T ′) = 0 if they are equal. A contraction ofMn is defined as a mapf : Mn → Mn such that,
for some constantc< 1,

d( f (T), f (T ′))≤ c·d(T,T ′).

Let T ∈ Mn. Let φ be aµ-calculus formula over the alphabetAn of classΣn. We construct an
incomplete binary treeI = I(T,φ) over An such thatPTC(T) modelsφ if and only if I(T,φ) verifies
P−Wn. The idea is to encode the evaluation gameE(PTC(T),φ) in the treeI .

We define partial binary treesI(T,u,ψ), with alternatingP-colors, whereu is a vertex ofT andψ is
a subformula ofφ , according to the following rules. For brevity in this definition we denoteI(T,u,ψ) by
I(u,ψ).

If Q∈ An, we let I(u,Q) be a complete binary tree labeled(d,0) if T,u verifiesQ, and(c,1) if T,u
does not verifyQ. If X is a variable we letI(u,X) be a node labeled(c,0) with a child where we attach
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the treeI(u,σX.ψ). If ψ = σX.χ , thenI(u,ψ) is a node labeled(c, p(σX.χ)) (herep denotes priority)
with a child where we attach the treeI(u,χ).

If ψ = ψ1∨ψ2, thenI(u,ψ) is a node labeled(d,0) with two children where we attachI(u,ψ1) and
I(u,ψ2). If ψ = ψ1∧ψ2, thenI(u,ψ) is a node labeled(c,0) with two children where we attachI(u,ψ1)
andI(u,ψ2).

For modalities, we suppose that〈 〉α is replaced everywhere inφ with 〈PP〉α ∨〈PP〉∨α ∨〈PP〉α ∨
〈PP〉α , so that it is enough to consider the four modalities above, and similarly we proceed with boxes.

If ψ = 〈PP〉χ , or ψ = 〈PP〉χ , andT,u does not satisfyP, then we letI(u,ψ) be a complete binary
tree labeled(c,1) (in fact, in this caseψ is trivially false). Likewise we proceed ifψ = 〈PP〉χ , or
ψ = 〈PP〉χ , andT,u does not satisfyP. Assumeψ = 〈PP〉χ , andT,u satisfiesP, or ψ = 〈PP〉χ , and
T,u satisfiesP; let v,w be the children ofu in T; then we letI(u,ψ) be a node labeled(d,0) with two
childrenI(v,χ) andI(w,χ).

If ψ = [PP]χ , or ψ = [PP]χ andT,u does not satisfyP, then we letI(u,ψ) be a complete binary tree
labeled(d,0) (in fact, in this caseψ is trivially true). Likewise we proceed ifψ = [PP]χ , or ψ = [PP]χ ,
andT,u does not satisfyP. Assumeψ = [PP]χ , andT,u satisfiesP, or ψ = [PP]χ , andT,u satisfiesP;
let v,w be the children ofu in T; then we letI(u,ψ) be a node labeled(c,0) with two childrenI(v,χ) and
I(w,χ).

The most delicate point are the rules for the modalities〈PP〉 in a P-point,〈PP〉 in a P-point, and the
corresponding boxes.

We must ensure that the construction is a contraction in the metric spaceMn. The idea is to “stretch”
the coding tree. To this aim we consider the setE ⊆ {0,1}∗ of all positions of even height in the binary
tree. To eache∈ E we assign an integern(e) so that:

• n(e) is greater than the height ofe;

• e 6= e′ impliesn(e) 6= n(e′).

Assumeψ = 〈PP〉χ , andT,u satisfiesP. For e∈ E, let ue be theP-successor ofu with positione
in the subtreeT,u. ThenI(u,ψ) is a node labeled(d,0) with an an infinite alternating chain, where for
everye∈ E, the treeI(ue,χ) is attached as a child at positionn(e). The vertices of the chain are labeled
(d,1) (so thatd is forced to exit the chain eventually, otherwise he loses).

An analogous rule applies whenψ = 〈PP〉χ , andT,u satisfiesP, whereP-successors are considered
instead ofP-successors.

Likewise, assumeψ = [PP]χ , andT,u satisfiesP. ThenI(u,ψ) is a node labeled(c,0) with an an
infinite alternating chain, where for everye∈ E, the treeI(ue,χ) is attached as a child at positionn(e).
The vertices of the chain are labeled(c,0) (so thatc is forced to exit the chain eventually, otherwise he
loses).

An analogous rule applies whenψ = [PP]χ , andT,u satisfiesP, whereP-successors are considered
instead ofP-successors.

We let Iφ (T) = I(r,φ), wherer is the root ofT, and wherer is decorated withP. In order to obtain
an element ofMn, i.e. a complete binary tree, we transformIφ (T) to Gφ (T) as follows:

• if a nodev labeledc has only one child, we attach tov a second child with a complete binary tree
labeled(c,0) (so thatc loses if he follows the second child);

• if a nodev labeledd has only one child, we attach tov a second child with a complete binary tree
labeled(d,1) (so thatd loses if he follows the second child).

Now, as usual we have a contraction property:
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Lemma 8.1 Gφ is a contraction in the complete metric space Mn.

Proof: first we show that, if two rooted trees(T,u) and(T ′,u′) are equal up to depthk, thenI(T,u,ψ)
andI(T ′,u′,ψ) are equal up to depthk+1. This can be shown by induction onk. We consider only the
caseψ = 〈PP〉χ .

Suppose(T,u) and(T ′,u′) are equal up to depthk. Let v be aP-node ofT at some distancedv ≤ k
from u. Let v′ be a node ofT ′, such that the position ofv′ in the binary tree rooted inu′ is the same
position ofv in the binary tree rooted atu. Then(T,v) and (T ′,v′) are equal up to depthk− dv. By
inductive hypothesis,I(T,v,χ) andI(T ′,v′,χ) are equal up tok−dv+1. Now the truncation ofI(T,u,ψ)
to levelk+1 is a chain where some of the treesI(T,v,χ) are attached at distancesDv > dv from u; and
the truncation ofI(T ′,u′,ψ) to levelk+1 is also a chain where the corresponding treesI(T ′,v′,χ) are
attached at distanceDv from u′. So, the truncations ofI(T,u,ψ) andI(T ′,u′,ψ) at levelsk+1 are equal.

In particular, if two treesT,T ′ are equal up to depthk, thenGφ (T),Gφ (T ′) are equal up to depth
k+1, andGφ is a contraction ofMn with constant 1/2.

Q.E.D.
By the previous lemma, the usual argument of [3] applies. That is, suppose¬(P−Wn) is equivalent

to a formulaφ ∈ Σn onP-transitive graphs. Then for every elementT ∈ Mn we have:

PTC(T) |= φ ↔ Gφ (T) |= P−Wn,

and sinceP-parity games allow only moves fromP to P and conversely, we have

PTC(T) |= φ ↔ PTC(Gφ (T)) |= P−Wn.

Now by the Banach Fixpoint Theorem we can pickT0 ∈ Mn such thatT0 = Gφ (T0), and we have:

PTC(T0) |= ¬(P−Wn)↔ PTC(T0) |= P−Wn,

a contradiction. Hence,P−Wn cannot beΠn on P-transitive graphs, and the hierarchy is infinite.
Q.E.D.

Corollary 8.1 Theµ-calculus fixpoint hierarchy is infinite on3-transitive graphs.

As a further corollary, we have that Theorem 4.57 of [11] doesnot extend to finiteP-transitive or
finite 3-transitive frames. In fact, letML∗ be the modal logic where the modalities are those considered
in Observation 4.26 of [11]; that is, ifφ is a formula andp is a finite set of propositional formulas (i.e.
formulas without modalities or fixpoints), then the modality 〈 〉∗pφ means that there is an infinite path
from the current point along whichφ and all propositional formulas inp are true infinitely often (note
that here∗ does not quite denote the Kleene star, but something similar).

We have:

Corollary 8.2 On finite P-transitive or3-transitive graphs, the bisimulation invariant fragment of
Monadic Second Order Logic does not coincide with ML∗.

Proof: ML∗ is a fragment of theµ-calculus with alternation depth 2, so by the previous corollary,
ML∗ does not subsume theµ-calculus, and a fortiori it does not subsume the bisimulation invariant
fragment of MSO, over finiteP-transitive or 3-transitive graphs.

Q.E.D.
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9 On model checkingP-transitive graphs

One of the most important open problems inµ-calculus is the complexity of the model checking problem:
given a finite graph and a formula, decide whether the graph satisfies the formula. [14] gives aUP upper
bound, whereUP is the class of nondeterministic polynomial Turing machines with at most one accepting
path on each input. Moreover, [13] gives a subexponential algorithm. However, it is open whether the
problem is solvable in polynomial time.

We note that there is a natural polynomial time reduction from theµ-calculus model checking prob-
lem on arbitrary finite graphs to theµ-calculus model checking problem on finiteP-transitive graphs.
More precisely:

Theorem 9.1 Let G be a graph and letφ be aµ-calculus formula. There is a P-transitive graph G′,
computable in polynomial time from G, and a formulaφ ′, computable in polynomial time fromφ , such
that G modelsφ if and only if G′ modelsφ ′.

Proof: Let P be an atom not occurring inφ . Call φ ′ the result of replacing every diamond〈 〉ψ of φ
with 〈 PP〉ψ ∨〈 PP〉ψ , and similarly for boxes.

The graphG′ is defined as follows. The vertices are the pairs(v,P) and(v,P), wherev is a vertex
in G. We put an edge between(v,P) and(w,P), and one between(v,P) and(w,P), if there is an edge
betweenv andw in G. Finally we put an edge between(v,P) and(w,P), and between(v,P) and(w,P)
for every pair of verticesv,w of G.

We note that, in order to verifyφ ′ in G′, it is enough to consider an alternating model checking game
for φ ′ in G′, alternating in the obvious sense, and a player wins such an alternating game inG′ if and
only if the player wins the ordinary model checking game forφ in G. So,G modelsφ if and only if G′

modelsφ ′.
Q.E.D

Corollary 9.1 The model checking problem forµ-calculus on arbitrary graphs reduces in polynomial
time to the model checking problem on3-transitive graphs.

We note that proving the theorem above withG′ transitive, rather thanP-transitive, would be a major
breakthrough. In fact, on transitive graphs, everyµ-formula is equivalent to one with alternation depth
2, so by the algorithm of [12], the model checking problem fora transitive graphG and a formulaφ is
quadratic inG (this is only true for every fixed formula, because we must have the time to translate a
formula into another with alternation depth 2, a translation which may take exponential time). So, if we
could construct a transitive graphG′ in polynomial time fromG and a formulaφ ′ in polynomial time
from φ such thatG modelsφ if and only if G′ modelsφ ′, then the time complexity of the model checking
problem would have an upper bound polynomial inG with a degree independent fromφ (again plus the
time, possibly exponential inφ , spent in reducingφ to a formula of alternation depth 2); hence, we would
be very close to proving the conjecture that the model checking problem is solvable in polynomial time.

However, as noted by a referee, we cannot expect that a collapse ofµ-calculus to formulas of low
alternation depth is sufficient to have a polynomial time model checking algorithm: an example in this
sense is measuredµ-calculus, see [9], where variables range over measures on aset rather than subsets
of a set. Everyµ-calculus formula is equivalent to a measuredµ-calculus formula with least fixpoints
only (i.e. without greatest fixpoints), but this is not sufficient to have a polynomial time model checking
algorithm for theµ-calculus.
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10 Conclusion

In this paper we have introduced a class of graphs, calledP-transitive graphs, and we have begun the
study of its model theoretic properties. A possible development could be in the style of [11]. For
instance, this last paper gives a lot of results on bisimulation invariant fragments of first order logic on
various classes of transitive graphs, and one can ask to whatextent the theory carries over toP-transitive
graphs ork-transitive graphs.

We note that, like for transitive graphs, finite irreflexiveP-transitive graphs coincide with finite well-
foundedP-transitive graphs. For this class of graphs, probably the theory of [11] applies, and in particular
Theorem 4.11 and its proof go through, just by replacing everywhere transitive closure withP-transitive
closure (whereas, fork-transitive graphs, we have the problem of the non-uniqueness of thek-transitive
closure).

A challenging task in the same vein would be to find the bisimulation invariant fragment of first order
logic for finite P-transitive graphs ork-transitive graphs.

Note that for the class of all (possibly infinite)P-transitive graphs, the bisimulation invariant fragment
of first order logic is modal logic, because the class ofP-transitive graphs is first order definable and van
Benthem’s Theorem applies, see [11]. The same holds fork-transitive graphs.

We have seen that the extended modal logicML∗ used in [11] for finite transitive graphs is not
sufficient to capture bisimulation invariant monadic second order logic on finiteP-transitive graphs ork-
transitive graphs. Probably the same happens for bisimulation invariant first order logic, because strongly
connected components in these graphs are too complicated tobe described by formulas ofML∗. However,
one can look for other fragments of theµ-calculus with bounded alternation depth which can replaceML∗

in this respect.
Finally, an application of this paper to transitive graphs is expected: it seems plausible that the

undecidability result in Theorem 5.1 forP-transitive relations can be strenghtened totransitiverelations,
with a similar coding trick. In fact, the grid can be represented by a relation where every vertex has
only entering or only exiting edges: such a relation is vacuously transitive. However this result will be
possibly presented elsewhere.
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